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Concert Venues Are Going
Mixed-Use to Diversify Revenue
and Offer Artists Better Deals
BY TAY LO R MIMS
In November, Brooklyn Bowl opened its fourth location in Philadelphia’s Fishtown neighborhood with a
party featuring local talent Soulive, George Porter Jr.
and Questlove. Following existing locations in Brooklyn, Las Vegas and Nashville, Brooklyn Bowl’s latest
combination bowling alley/performance space was
the first launched in partnership with Live Nation —
demonstrating the faith of the world’s largest promoter in a growing model of mixed-use concert venues
that allows owners to diversify revenue streams in the
tight-margined live industry.
“When we came up with Brooklyn Bowl, there were
already so many great venues in New York like Irving
Plaza or Bowery Ballroom,” says Pete Shapiro, who
opened the original Brooklyn Bowl in 2009. “You’ve
got to add an element to it, otherwise it’s just a stage
and a bar and an open floor.”
The combination of concerts with bowling and a
food menu from famed restaurant group Blue Ribbon
decreases Brooklyn Bowl’s reliance on ticket sales
and allows the venue to offer more lucrative deals to
artists in a competitive market. The additional attrac-

tions bring customers to Brooklyn Bowl locations every night of the week, and Shapiro says they generate
400 to 500 walk-up ticket sales per show for venues
ranging from 1,000 to 3,000 capacity. The various locations have hosted such high-profile acts as The 1975,
Beck, Jason Isbell, Fletcher, twenty one pilots, Tame
Impala and more.
“We try to keep our door charge low to increase our
walk-ups. No one walks up to the Bowery Ballroom,”
says Shapiro, who adds that walk-ups also boost discovery, with new fans stumbling across acts performing in the same building. “It’s an easy decision for
managers to say, ‘Play Brooklyn Bowl.’” The deals are
sometimes better, too. The club’s original location in
Brooklyn, for example, allows artists to keep 100% of
merchandise sales since the venue generates enough
income from its other revenue streams to make up the
difference.
As the concert business strives to emerge from the
pandemic, interest in this kind of diversified business
model is growing. Austin’s 1852, Tribe Supper Club in
(continued)
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The 2022 BILLBOARD POWER LIST will celebrate
the executives who are creating excitement and
making a difference in the global music industry.
Featured will be those who have had the greatest
impact in recorded music, live entertainment,
touring, publishing and other industry verticals
who have had great success in the past year.
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Chicago and Lori’s Roadhouse outside Cincinnati all opened in 2021 as combination
venue/restaurants, while Against the Grain
opened its newest brewery/concert venue in
Louisville, Ky.
In September, former Live Nation New
York president Anthony Makes opened
the 500-capacity Brooklyn Made venue in
the Bushwick neighborhood, which also
includes the bar/restaurant Connie’s and the
café Standing Room. Among the building’s
three businesses, Brooklyn Made is open
from 7 a.m. to 4 a.m. daily for coffee, music,
food and drinks. With four rooftop decks,
the property also provides pandemic-friendly outdoor spaces for people to gather. Like
with Brooklyn Bowl, the additional revenue
streams amount to better deals for artists
and allows Brooklyn Made to share more
ticket revenue with acts.
“We’re just covering our bare minimum
production expenses and giving everything
else to the artist,” Makes told Billboard in
September. “The deals we are doing are
pretty unheard of.”
Makes believes the multiuse property
model has room to grow. While the Bushwick venue will remain the “heart” of the
business, Makes says he’s already looking
at larger spaces with 1,000- to 2,500- seat
capacities that can deliver the same all-day
amenities for artists and fans. With 30 years
of experience working for Live Nation,
AEG and The Bowery Presents, Makes says

the traditional venue model where doors
open at 7 p.m. for an 8 o’clock show with
headliners on at 10 isn’t a desirable one for
Brooklyn Made, whose promotion division
launched mid-pandemic in July 2020.
“I never wanted that kind of structure for
[Brooklyn Made],” he says. “I want people to
be there all day.”
Such mixed-use buildings are easier to
design from the ground up, but established
venues have been similarly expanding their
operations. Arizona’s 300-capacity Rebel
Lounge opened the Reap & Sow Coffee Bar
in October 2020 to serve coffee and pastries
from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. daily and drinks in the
evening. The coffee shop — created with
friends and Driftwood Coffee owners Luke
Bentley and Lance Linderman — was originally a way to create just enough revenue to
keep the business afloat while Rebel Lounge
owner Steve Chilton waited on federal funds
from the Shuttered Venue Operators Grant,
but it has proved profitable enough to keep
around. Since opening the coffee shop, Chilton says Rebel Lounge has attracted more
neighbors to the building, and the venue
benefits from having staff present all day to
receive mail or open doors for bands arriving for soundcheck.
“It’s not a huge money maker or something that we could live on, [but] it’s a nice
little ancillary income and every dollar
helps,” says Chilton. “And it has some
positives that aren’t just the bottom line: It

brings more life to the building and makes
us more a part of the community.”
Since concerts resumed at Rebel Lounge,
the venue has been forced to accommodate
the coffee shop’s hours by scheduling later
soundchecks and door times, but Chilton
notes many acts are showing up early anyway. “They show up early, get a cup of coffee
and hang out here,” he says. “Right now, it’s
going well, and the hope is that it lasts. We’re
going to try it as long as it makes sense.”

Arjun Pulijal
Named President
of Capitol Music
Group
BY LARS BRANDLE

A

rjun Pulijal is the new president
of Capitol Music Group (CMG).
A nine-year CMG veteran,
Pulijal will oversee all areas of
CMG’s artist development, including creative, marketing and operations, and work
closely with chair/CEO Michelle Jubelirer in leading the business into the future.
Pulijal’s promotion is reward for guiding the marketing department for CMG’s
flagship label, Capitol Records, as senior
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On February 26th , Billboard will publish its highly anticipated Women in Music special issue, featuring top
women in the music industry who are creating excitement and making their mark across labels, publishing
and touring.
Coinciding with the issue, Billboard’s Women in Music awards ceremony will be held March 2nd
This event will bring together music’s most prominent female artists and the industry’s top female
business executives to recognize and celebrate their achievements.
Take this opportunity to congratulate the most powerful and talented women in music and wish
them continued success.
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monarc,” who posted a screenshot of a HiFi
button displayed on his screen.
The February announcement included
“five things you need to know” about the
forthcoming experience:
High-quality music streaming is consistently one of the most requested new features
by our users.
Spotify HiFi will deliver music in CDquality, lossless audio format to your device
and Spotify Connect-enabled speakers, which
means fans will be able to experience more
depth and clarity while enjoying their favorite
tracks.
Ubiquity is at the core of everything we do
at Spotify, and we’re working with some of
the world’s biggest speaker manufacturers to
make Spotify HiFi accessible to as many fans
as possible through Spotify Connect.
HiFi will be coupled with Spotify’s seamless
user experience, building on our commitment
to make sure users can listen to the music
they love in the way they want to enjoy it.
Spotify HiFi will begin rolling out in select
markets later this year, and we will have more
details to share soon.
Spotify’s plans for a hi-fi tier were in
keeping with industry trends, beginning in
2015 when Tidal launched with a hi-fi audio
plan for $19.99 a month. Amazon followed
in 2019 when it launched Amazon Music
HD, a new high definition tier that offered
50 million songs in what they called “HD”
(16 bit, 44.1kHz, similar to the audio quality
of a CD) and “millions” in Ultra HD (24-bit
and up to 192 kHz) for an additional cost of
$5 per month for existing Amazon Music
subscribers.
Soon after Spotify’s Stream On event,
however, Apple Music entered the high fidelity race by announcing its “Spatial Audio”
tier with Dolby Atmos on the morning of
May 17, 2021. The lossless service, notably,
came at no additional cost to its users and
began the following month. Later that day,
Amazon Music followed suit, declaring that
its HD tier would now also be free for all
users.
By the end of last year, Tidal announced
that it would rearrange its offerings, creating a three-tier system: a free tier for regular
listening with interspersed ads, a Tidal HiFi
tier for $9.99 per month which was compa-

rable to the offerings of Amazon and Apple,
and a Tidal HiFi Plus plan for $19.99, complete with all of Tidal’s HiFi features and
high-resolution Master Quality Authenticated tracks. For MQA tracks, the only offering of its kind, the quality goes up to 24-bit,
192kHz and spatial audio support, including
Dolby Atmos and Sony 360 Reality Audio.
Though the wording is ambiguous,
Spotify’s pledge to deliver “a Spotify HiFi
experience to Premium users in the future,”
may imply that it is also willing to offer the
high-quality listening service for free as
well, given recent changes in the market —
but when that might happen is unclear.

Ye Planning Russia
Trip to Meet
Putin and Perform
Sunday Service,
Says Advisor
BY COLIN STUTZ

K

anye West is looking east — to
Russia. The artist and entrepreneur, now known as Ye, is
planning a trip to Moscow later
this year to meet with President Vladimir
Putin, hold Sunday Service performances
as his first-ever shows in Russia and expand
his business ventures into the country, his
associate tells Billboard.
Travel plans are currently in the works for
spring or summer, depending on Ye’s schedule, according to his confidant and strategic
advisor Ameer Sudan, who’s helping to
coordinate the arrangements with attorney Scott Balber. Balber is the managing
partner of Herbert Smith Freehills’ New York
office and is the law firm’s U.S. head of investigations and financial services litigation. Sudan says he and Balber are acting as liaisons
between Ye and Balber’s clients AzerbaijaniRussian billionaire real estate developer Aras
Agalarov and his son Emin Agalarov. Balber
declined to comment. Ye’s personal and label
reps also declined to comment.

Russia is going to be “a second home” for
Ye, says Sudan: “He will be spending a lot of
time out there.”
Aras Agalarov, a close associate of Putin
and, as president of the Crocus Group, one
of Russia’s leading developers, is sometimes
referred to as the “Trump of Russia” because of how he often self-brands his buildings. He and his son and business partner,
Emin Agalarov, worked with Donald Trump
to bring the 2013 Miss Universe pageant to
Moscow and were in discussions about a
Trump Tower development project in the
country that failed to materialize. Later, the
Agalarovs helped coordinate the infamous
2016 Trump Tower meeting where senior
members of Trump’s election campaign met
with Russian lawyer Natalia Veselnitskaya
expecting to receive dirt on Hillary Clinton.
Ye is working on new business deals
with the Agalarovs as well, according to
Sudan, and while he could not disclose the
details of those discussions, he projected
they would increase West’s wealth to more
than $10 billion. Last March, Bloomberg
reported Ye was worth $6.6 billion thanks to
his lucrative deals with Adidas and Gap, but
Sudan claims that figure was conservative.
The Agalarovs’ Crocus Group is responsible
for over 4 million total square meters of
developed property in Russia, according
to the company’s website, and its portfolio
of businesses includes shopping centers,
superstores, fashion brands, department
stores, boutiques and much more.
Ye also plans to collaborate musically
with Emin Agalarov in effort to raise Emin’s
profile in the U.S. Emin Agalarov is a musician trained by the late singer Muslim
Magomayev, a beloved Russian artist often
referred to as the Soviet Sinatra. Going by
EMIN, he has released more than a dozen
albums since starting his career in 2005
and embarked on numerous international tours.
The Sunday Service shows will be Ye’s
first performances in Russia in his 25-year
career and, according to Sudan, the concerts
and the meeting with Putin are something
Ye’s been wanting to do since he debuted
the Sunday Service project in 2019. The
Sunday Service performances will likely be
held at the Crocus City Hall theater, which
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holds more than 7,300 people, or Grand
Sports Arena at the 81,000-person Luzhniki
Olympic Complex, Russia’s national stadium
where much of the 1980 Olympic Games
were held. Ye plans to invite Putin to attend
the gospel performance as a special guest.
Christian faith has played an important
cultural role in the regime of Putin, who
has positioned himself as a defender of
traditional morals and invoked the Russian
Orthodox Church in his speeches. After
waging a culture war against hip-hop and
accusing local rappers of poisoning youth
culture with immoral lyrics, in 2018 Putin
changed his stance on the genre, saying
instead it should be controlled. “If it is
impossible to stop, then we must lead it and
direct it,” he told cultural advisers at the
time, expressing particular concern over
songs about illegal drugs, saying it was “a
path to the degradation of the nation.”
In November, West actually compared
himself to Putin, calling himself “Young
Putin” during an interview on the popular Drink Champs podcast, telling hosts
N.O.R.E. and DJ EFN, “Culture is an oil. Culture is an energy, and I’m the king of culture
for the past 20 and the next 2,000 years.”
The artist, who vocally supported Trump
during his presidency, ran his own presidential campaign in 2020 but ultimately only
qualified for ballot access in 12 states.
Russia is currently a center of conflict,
after it amassed about 100,000 troops on
the Ukraine border for a possible invasion,
although Russian officials have said there
are no such plans. The Russian military
maneuver, officials say, is in response to
NATO’s eastward expansion, and Moscow
has demanded NATO pull back troops from
its member countries that border Russia.
The conflict has aggravated already tense relations between Washington and the Kremlin, while threatening to destabilize the
region and redraw Europe’s post-Cold War
boundaries. If Russia does invade Ukraine,
the United States and its allies have threatened new sanctions that would exceed those
imposed in 2014 after Russia’s annexation
of Crimea. Putin has warned that such sanctions would lead to a “complete rupture” of
U.S.-Russia relations. On Monday, American
and Russian diplomats held negotiations

in Geneva, marking the first of a series of
discussions between NATO and Russian officials scheduled to take place across Europe
this week.
While new U.S. sanctions against Russia
could shut down travel between the countries, U.S. citizens are currently permitted to
travel to Russia under certain conditions.
The U.S. Department of State currently
lists Russia with a level 4 “do not travel”
advisory, due to terrorism, harassment
by Russian government security officials,
the embassy’s limited ability to assist U.S.
citizens in Russia and the arbitrary enforcement of local law.
“This is Ye, Ye is going to get there regardless. What are they going to say? He’s going
to be a special guest of the Agalarovs,” says
Sudan. “Kanye knows what’s going on more
than the average human being, he’s well
aware of things. And it’s nothing against the
United States or to cause conflicts, but Ye is
Ye — he can’t be controlled.”
UPDATE: This article was updated Jan.
11 at 2:10 p.m. EST to include that Ye’s reps
declined to comment.

‘La La Land’
Composer Sues
WME, Says
Agency Cheated
Him Out of
Concert Profits
BY BILL DONAHUE

T

he Oscar-winning composer
behind the music to La La Land
is suing his former talent agency,
William Morris Endeavor, for
“cynically and systemically” defrauding him
out of profits for live concerts of the movie’s
score.
In a blistering complaint filed Monday
(Jan. 10) in Los Angeles court, attorneys
for Justin Hurwitz accused his former
agency of “deceiving” the composer with

secret agreements and other “shocking
conduct” in order to unfairly pocket the
money from a series of so-called live-to-film
performances.
“Given WME’s underhanded actions
and its unrepentant behavior subsequently,
Hurwitz has no choice but to bring this
lawsuit so that he can expose WME’s blatant conflict of interests,” wrote Hurtwitz’s
attorneys, Bryan Freedman and Tamar
Yeghiayan of the law firm Freedman +
Taitelman LLP.
Hurwitz won two Academy Awards for La
La Land — best original score and best original song for “City of Stars.”
In his lawsuit, Hurwitz claims that WME
breached its ethical and fiduciary duty by
duping him into allowing the agency itself to
be credited as the producer for performances of La La Land In Concert. The agency
then convinced him to “accept a minimal
piece of the pie” of revenue, he said, and
refused to hire him to conduct the concerts.
“Hurwitz found himself in the absurd
position of being denied the opportunity to
work by his own talent agent on a project
in which his talent agent was supposedly
representing him,” his attorneys wrote. “As a
result, the talent-talent agency relationship
had been turned upside down.”
In a statement Monday, WME said Hurwitz’s claims “are without merit and WME
intends to vigorously defend itself.”
The allegations in Hurwitz’s lawsuit
mirror those that surfaced in a recent
legal battle waged by the Writers Guild of
America against WME and other agencies.
In that case, the union claimed that the
agencies had created a conflict of interest
by both representing talent and producing
content themselves. That dispute ended last
year with a settlement in which the agencies agreed to sharply limit their ownership
stakes in production companies.
In Monday’s complaint, Hurwitz said his
experience with WME was a prime example
of the worst kind of abuse brought to light
by the WGA’s broader lawsuit.
“WME sold its own client a bill of goods,
abusing its agency relationship with
Hurwitz in order to secure the license for
the tour of ‘La La Land in Concert’ – only
to self-deal by competing directly against
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Hurwitz for the profits from the tour,” the
composer’s attorneys wrote.
In technical terms, Hurwitz is accusing
WME of breach of its fiduciary duty to him,
as well as breach of contract and breach of
the so-called implied covenant of good faith
and fair dealing – the basic obligation to act
fairly in any deal. The lawsuit also accuses
WME of negligence, negligent misrepresentation and fraud.

Bonnaroo Reveals
2022 Lineup: See
the Complete List
of Performers
BY JOE LYNCH

T

his summer, Bonnaroo is finally
back.
After COVID-19 sidelined the
2020 edition of Bonnaroo and
Hurricane Ida-related flooding scrapped
plans for Bonnaroo 2021, the Manchester,
Tenn. music festival will return for Bonnaroo 2022 from June 16-19.
Headliners include Tool, J. Cole, Stevie
Nicks, The Chicks, Machine Gun Kelly,
Flume, Illenium, Roddy Ricch, 21 Savage,
Billy Strings, Robert Plant & Alison Krauss,
$uicideboy$ and Porter Robinson.
Tickets go on sale Thursday (Jan. 13) at
noon CT on Bonnaroo’s website. This year’s
edition will feature JamTrak, an on-site
transportation system that operates free of
charge for attendees, and various improvements to the camping area (including “airconditioned darkroom tents”).
Jack Antonoff heads up this year’s annual fan-favorite Superjam, entitled Jack
Antonoff’s 1984, which will find the Bleachers mastermind taking festivalgoers a few
decades back in time. See the complete
lineup below.
THURSDAY, JUNE 16
Gryffin
Clozee
Sidepiece
Role Model

The Brook & The Bluff
Sons of Kemet
Goth Babe
Blu Detiger
Indigo De Souza
Adam Melchor
The Weather Station
Andy Frasco & The U.N.
Jessie Murph
The Dip
Nothi
Wreckno
VNSSA
Weval
Kenny Mason
Calder Allen
FRIDAY, JUNE 17
J. Cole
The Chicks
Illenium
Robert Plant & Alison Krauss
Disclosure
Lord Huron
The War On Drugs
King Gizzard & The Lizard Wizard
Goose
Bleachers
Isaiah Rashad
Lane 8
Still Woozy
Whiskey Myers
Denzel Curry
Japanese Breakfast
Tove Lo
Dayglow
John Summit
Arlo Parks
Chris Lorenzo
Tai Verdes
The Regrettes
J. Worra
LP Giobbi
Briston Maroney
Noga Erez
Phantoms
Ship Wrek
Westend
Maggie Rose
Claud
Southern Avenue
SATURDAY, JUNE 18
Tool
Flume

21 Savage
Billy Strings
$uicideboy$
Porter Robinson
Marc Rebillet
Chvrches
LANY
Ludacris
Chris Lake
Tobe Nwigwe
Judah & The Lion
Mt. Joy
100 gecs
All Time Low
Nora En Pure
Slowthai
Black Tiger Sex Machine
Ashe
Said The Sky
Pigeons Playing Ping Pong
Joy Oladokun
The Backseat Lovers
Benee
Habstrakt
Lucii
Femi Kuti & The Positive Force
Teddy Swims
Moore Kismet
Patrick Droney
Cory Henry
Lucille Croft
COM3T
SUNDAY, JUNE 19
Stevie Nicks
Machine Gun Kelly
Roddy Ricch
Nathaniel Rateliff & The Night Sweats
Rezz
Herbie Hancock
Puscifer
Wallows
Tash Sultana
Coin
G Jones
Zach Bryan
All Them Witches
Tinashe
Fletcher
Tierra Whack
Lettuce
Dombresky
Bas
Protoje
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Of The Trees
Sierra Ferrell
Ravenscoon
Wild Rivers
Flipturn
A Hundred Drums
PLUS! SuperJam: Jack Antonoff’s 1984

Burke Shelley,
Budgie Singer/
Bassist Dies at 71
BY GIL KAUFMAN

B

urke Shelley, singer/bassist for
1970s Welsh hard rock band
Budgie, has died at age 71. In a
Facebook post on Monday (Jan.
10) attributed to the heavy metal pioneer’s
daughter, Ela Shelley, she wrote, “It is with
great sadness that I announce the death of
my father, John Burke Shelley. He passed
away this evening in his sleep at Heath
Hospital in Cardiff, his birth town. He was
71 years old.”
The notice, which was also attributed to
the musician’s other three children — Osian,
Dimitri and Nathaniel — did not disclose
a cause of death for the rock howler who
is credited with helping to usher in the
modern metal sound via the trio’s bottomheavy, urgent attack. John Burke Shelley,
born on April 10, 1950 in Tiger Bay, Cardiff,
Wales, was the focal point of the group, with
a studious, straight-laced look highlighted
by oversized glasses and a preference for tailored vests that was at odds with his band’s
thundering, aggressive sound.
The band, which also originally featured
Tony Bourge on guitar and drummer Ray
Phillips, was formed in Cardiff, Wales in
1967 as Hills Contemporary Grass. By the
next year they’d switched the name to
Budgie, a placid-sounding moniker that
paid tribute to the nickname for a colorful
Australian parakeet whose pleasant look
was, like Burke’s stage image, the antithesis
of the group’s hard-charging sound.
Their self-titled MCA Records debut
album, produced by Black Sabbath col-

laborator Rodger Bain, was released in 1971;
the collection included the song “Crash
Course in Brain Surgery,” which, in a sign
of Budgie’s enduring influence, was covered
by Metallica on their 1987 The $5.98 E.P. –
Garage Days Re-Revisited.
Their 1972 second effort, Squawk, featured a cover image of a bird-like plane
crashing to Earth drawn by frequent Yes
illustrator Roger Dean. The following year
they dropped Never Turn Your Back on a
Friend, which featured another Dean cover
illustration and one of the group’s most
beloved songs, the proto speed-metal, bluesflecked rager “Breadfan,” which Metallica
issued as a 1988 B-side to “Harvester of
Sorrow.” Their songs have also been covered
over the years by everyone from Van Halen
to Iron Maiden, Soundgarden and Megadeth.
After near-annual releases throughout
the 1970s — In For the Kill! (1974), Bandolier (1975), If I Were Brittania I’d Waive the
Rules (1976), Impeckable (1978) — guitarist
Bourge split with the group before the release of their eighth full-length, 1980’s Power Supply. Two more 1980s albums,
1981’s Nightflight and 1982’s Deliver Us From
Evil, propelled the group through their final
live gigs in 1987. It would be 24 years before
Budgie issued their 11th and final album,
2006’s You’re Living In Cuckooland.
A 2010 Eastern European reunion tour
was cut short when Shelley was hospitalized
with an aortic aneurysm, effectively marking the end of the group’s career. Metallica
drummer Lars Ulrich paid tribute to Shelley
in an Instagram Story on Tuesday, posting a
classic black and white picture of the bassist
in action and writing, “Thank you Burke
for everything you did for heavy music and
much next level appreciation for co-writing
and creating two songs that Metallica were
honoured to record over the years, ‘Breadfan’ and ‘Crash Course In Brain Surgery’.”

Spotify Shuts
Down Trademark
For ‘Potify’ Weed
Delivery App
BY BILL DONAHUE

S

potify has won a legal ruling
blocking a smaller company from
securing a federal trademark on
“Potify” – the name of an online
platform that connects users to marijuana
dispensaries.
A federal tribunal ruled Monday that the
proposed trademark, sought by a company
called U.S. Software Inc., was so “strikingly similar” to Spotify’s famous name that
granting it would likely “dilute” the strength
of the music streamer’s brand.
“Because the marks are so similar in how
they look and sound, and in their structure,
cadence and essential nature, applicant’s
mark will cause consumers to conjure up
[Spotify]’s famous mark, and associate the
two,” wrote the Trademark Trial and Appeal
Board, a court-like body within the federal
trademark office that resolves such disputes
over look-alike brand names.
Potify, which offers both a website and a
smartphone app, bills itself as the “easiest
way to find the best medical marijuana in
seconds.” The service allows users to search
types of cannabis and connect with a local
dispensary to have it delivered.
The company applied to register its name
as a federal trademark in 2017, but Spotify
quickly filed a case aimed at blocking the
application. Repped by Silicon Valley law
firm Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati,
the streaming giant argued that consumers
would think the pot service was somehow
linked to Spotify, or at the very least that it
would dilute the distinctiveness of its name.
In Monday’s decision, the board sided
with Spotify’s arguments, blocking the
registration of the Potify trademark. It ruled
that Spotify is “among the most widely recognized brands in the United States” – and
that Potify’s Spotify-listening co-founders
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had likely deliberately chosen a name that
sounded similar.
“It defies logic and common sense that a
longtime, frequent Spotify user, and another
longtime Spotify user, jointly came up with
the highly similar name ‘Potify’ without
intending to, or knowing that other users
of the incredibly popular Spotify service
would, associate Potify with Spotify,” the
board wrote.
Monday’s ruling doesn’t prevent Potify
from continuing to use the name; it merely
means the company could not secure its
own trademark registration to it. But TTAB
cases are often the prelude to trademark
infringement lawsuits, and the board’s ruling this week would give Spotify plenty of
ammo to bring such a case.
An attorney for Potify did not return a
request for comment on the board’s decision. The ruling can be appealed to a federal
court.

Neumos in
Seattle, in a
Pandemic: ‘Ticket
Sales Have
Stopped’
BY TAYLOR MIMS

A

s co-owner of Seattle’s popular
independent venue Neumos in
Capitol Hill, Steven Severin has
been a staple in the Seattle music
industry for more than 20 years. Roughly
10 years ago, he helped create the Seattle
Nightlife and Music Association to bring
together the area’s live event insiders, and
for the past 16 years has helped run Neumos
with its sister club Barboza and the accompanying Runaway bar.
As part of Billboard‘s efforts to best cover
the coronavirus pandemic and its impacts on
the music industry, we have been speaking
with Severin regularly to chronicle his experience throughout the crisis. (Read the last
installment here and see the full series here.)

How is the new year starting off for
you?
We had to shut down [my restaurant] Life
at Mars. There was nothing we could do.
The staff got sick. So we shut down until
people are healthy again. We already had
some staff that was sick and then we had
three more that it happened to and we don’t
have [COVID-19] tests. If you’ve been exposed to COVID, our thing is you have to get
a negative test before you can come to work.
But people can’t get tests.
[Omicron] is so contagious. It is knocking
people out left and right.
Has Neumos had any issues with staffing?
No, but between December and mid-January, we canceled almost everything. There
was a benefit we were doing for an organization called Mary’s Place that we let happen
on New Year’s Eve and everything else we
axed. We don’t have anything on the books
until Jan. 15. We are waiting and seeing
what is going to happen. Stuff is canceling
and postponing left and right all across the
country. Tours are getting pushed back and
we are going through the same thing again.
It’s insane.
At what point did you realize it would
be best to not host shows until mid-January?
Starting in the middle of December, it
became clear how much omicron was going
to start wrecking us. We started looking at
what we had and canceling a few things
here and there. Two days later, you’d hear
about the [COVID-19] rates going through
the roof so we’d cancel a couple more or
the artist would call and say they’re not
comfortable with it and want to cancel.
Once something is two weeks out, you kind
of know whether it is going to play or not.
We have Jeff Rosenstock on Jan. 15 and I
think it’s going to play, but I have no idea.
I’m done trying to read crystal balls.
The days leading up to New Year’s
Day are usually big money for live event
spaces. Did not having events during that
week hurt you or other venues?
A lot of places ended up not doing New
Year’s events, but a lot of it was because tickets didn’t sell. If you’re already not selling
and it’s not a great idea…

But there were some people, they needed
that New Year’s to pay rent that month.
[Neumos] needed December. December is
corporate party time. We usually do lots of
holiday parties, but this year I don’t think
we had any. So that money we make in
December to get through the lean months of
January and February, that’s gone. I can pay
my rent. I am okay. But I know people who
run small venues that can’t. It’s tough.
It seems like it has been a rough start
to 2022 for venues.
What I keep reminding people about is
the live music ecosystem. When venues cancel shows that means staff doesn’t get paid.
There are no unemployment benefits when
you’re not working for a week or two. The
government needs to figure something out.
It’s the exact same thing with musicians.
Artists aren’t getting paid to keep pushing
things off.
Are fans purchasing tickets for shows
after the forecasted drop in cases, so
March and beyond?
No. I was talking to a venue the other day
and they said they had gotten more cancellation requests for refunds that week than
tickets sold. Ticket sales have stopped. I just
looked at our ticket counts and they are not
pretty. I can’t blame people. I get it. I want
people to buy tickets because hopefully
this will all go away and we’ll be back in no
time, but I get why they don’t. It’s not fun. A
whole lot is not fun right now.

Billboard Vietnam
Is Launching Its
Own Charts for
the First Time
BY RANIA ANIFTOS

T

he Billboard music charts are officially arriving in Vietnam.
Billboard Vietnam will have its
own highly anticipated platform
to showcase the popularity of local artists
as well as the reach of global artists within
the territory, thanks to two new flagship
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charts launching Friday (Jan. 14). The Billboard Vietnam Hot 100 will encompass all
music genres, while the Billboard Vietnam
Top Vietnamese Songs will rank the most
popular Vietnamese songs specifically.
Both charts rank the most popular songs
in the country based on a weighted formula
incorporating official-only streams on both
subscription and ad-supported tiers of leading audio and video music services in Vietnam, plus download sales from top music
retailers, provided by MRC Data.
“Music Charts are one of the most important validations that artists can receive from
fans” Billboard Vietnam CEO Myke Brown
said in a press statement. “We are excited
that Vietnamese music culture can unite and
shine with artists around the world under a
standardized metric for our music industry.
I would like to thank Billboard President
Julian Holguin and the entire Billboard U.S.
team for their commitment in bringing the
charts to Vietnam. We at Billboard Vietnam
truly believe Vietnamese artists have an
enormous amount of talent, and we wish
for them to reach their highest potential by
empowering them and providing them an
opportunity to participate and be discovered
on the global stage.”
“Since the introduction of the charts, Billboard has been the music industry’s main
resource for measuring what is popular,” Billboard President Julian Holguin
added. “With its storied history, artistry, and
cultural significance, we couldn’t be more
thrilled to launch a new regional chart in
Vietnam. Billboard is humbled to bring the
rich Vietnamese music scene to a global
audience, and we look forward to the artist
discovery this chart will usher in.”
The first-of-their kind Vietnamese charts,
which will launch on Friday, will also be featured on Billboard.com, bolstering Vietnamese artist discovery worldwide.

Dominican
Newcomer
Calacote Signs
Universal Music
Publishing Deal
BY JESSICA ROIZ

U

niversal Music Publishing Group (UMPG) has signed
an exclusive, global publishing
agreement with rising artist
Calacote (real name: Luca Newton), Billboard can announce today (Jan. 11).
The ambitious 22-year-old singer-songwriter, who was born in North Carolina and
is of Dominican and French descent, hopes
to revolutionize the Dembow movement
with his Caribeño and European roots, and
trilingual lyrics.
Through his new deal, Calacote will be
given the opportunity to collaborate with
many of UMPG’s composers in English,
Spanish, and French.
“Calacote represents a new sound within
the Latin urban community,” Alexandra
Lioutikoff, president of US Latin and Latin
America at UMPG, said in a statement.
“UMPG is thrilled to sign a multilingual
talent like him with truly global potential as
both a songwriter and an artist.”
Ana Rosa Santiago, vice president of
Latin Music at UMPG, added that the newcomer is “energetic, versatile and a fresh
new prospect in Latin Music.”
Calacote, who unearthed his talent and
passion for composing in the midst of the
COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, moved from
Canada to Miami for a shot in the music
industry. He was discovered by the awardwinning Latin hitmaker Maffio, and later
signed to his label Alkatraks Music Group in
2021. The artist’s proposal is a “unique and
unheard of” musical mixture full of witty
hooks and experimental fusions with Dominican dembow always at the forefront.
“I’m thrilled to be working with the
amazing team at UMPG,” Calacote noted.

“This marks an exciting chapter in my career, and I am excited to have the opportunity to collaborate creatively with UMPG’s
writers in the U.S. and abroad as well to
develop commercially with Alexandra’s and
Ana Rosa’s input. I know we will achieve
great things together.”
“Alexandra and Ana Rosa understand our
vision and we are excited to be collaborating
with them and the entire UMPG global team
on the development of Calacote’s career,”
said Maffio.
On Jan. 14, Calacote will release his third
single “Intercambio” in collaboration with
Venezuelan rapper and Latin Grammy
nominee Akapellah. The single follows his
debut track “Azafata” and his Kiko el Crazyassisted “Bruja.” His debut album is slated to
be released in the second quarter of 2022.

The BPM Festival
Costa Rica
Postpones 2022
Event
BY KATIE BAIN

T

wo days before it was scheduled
to begin, organizers of The BPM
Festival Costa Rica have postponed the event. The festival had
been scheduled to take place in the beach
town of Tamarindo, Costa Rica from Jan. 1218, 2022. Organizers have not yet published
new dates.
“After more than a year of planning and
looking forward to welcoming you to our
15th anniversary edition, we sympathize
with your sense of disappointment and frustration and are beyond heartbroken to share
this news with you,” BPM organizers wrote
in a statement.
This postponement is due to new country-wide restrictions announced today
(Jan. 10) that ban mass gatherings, among
other regulations. These regulations will
extend from Jan. 11-23. The Costa Rican
government announcement notes that “In
just the first 7 days of 2022, 11,999 infections
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were registered, practically the same figure
accumulated during the final 61 days of the
previous year (that is, all of November and
December), when there were 12,200 positive cases.”
The BPM Festival, the longstanding dance event focused on underground
house and techno, was scheduled to host
more than 200 artists including Jamie
Jones, Diplo, Nicole Moudaber and Carl
Craig. A source close to the event notes that
The BPM Festival Costa Rica stands to lose
several million dollars due to the cancellation.
The latest development follows the cancellation of Mexico’s Departure Festival,
which was scheduled to take place in Playa
Del Carmen from Jan. 8-11 and scrapped due
to newly imposed government restrictions
intended to curb the Omicron surge.
January is typically a busy time of year
for dance festivals in Central America, with
many fans spending the month at events
happening throughout the Mexican Riviera,
including Playa Del Carmen and Tulum,
before moving on to Costa Rica.
BPM Festival 2022 ticketholders have the
option to roll over their passes to the 2023
event, receive a refund, or exchange the
value of their festival pass for BPM merchandise available in Tamarindo.

Adele Maintains
Her Reign at No. 1
on Billboard Artist
100, ‘Encanto’
Stars Shine
BY XANDER ZELLNER

A

dele maintains her rule on the
Billboard Artist 100 chart (dated
Jan. 15), leading for a 19th total
week as the top musical act in

the U.S.
The superstar singer-songwriter’s
album 30 ranks at No. 2 on the Billboard
200 with 57,000 equivalent album units,

according to MRC Data, after spending six
weeks on top. Meanwhile, its lead single,
“Easy on Me,” returns to No. 1 on the Billboard Hot 100 for an eighth total week
on top and follow-up single “Oh My God”
jumps 40-24.
Elsewhere on the Artist 100, two stars
from Disney’s Encanto make moves. Actress
and singer Stephanie Beatriz debuts at No.
45, thanks to her work on multiple songs
on the Encanto soundtrack, which crowns
the Billboard 200 with 72,000 equivalent
album units earned in the U.S. (up 76%). The
set reigns following the film’s Dec. 24 release on the Disney+ streaming service, after
it premiered in U.S. theaters Nov. 24. It’s just
the sixth animated film soundtrack (and the
fifth accompanying a Disney film) to top the
Billboard 200 since the chart began publishing weekly in March 1956.
Four songs from the set on which Beatriz
is credited chart on the latest Hot 100, led by
“We Don’t Talk About Bruno,” also by Carolina Gaitán, Mauro Castillo, Adassa, Rhenzy
Feliz, Diane Guerrero and the Encanto cast.
The song blasts from No. 50 to No. 5, becoming just the fifth song from an animated
Disney film to have reached the top five, and
the first since Idina Menzel’s “Let It Go,”
from Frozen, in 2014.
Here are the other songs on the Hot 100,
all debuts, by Beatriz, the voice of Encanto‘s
main character, Mirabel Madrigal: “The
Family Madrigal,” with Olga Merediz and
the Encanto Cast (No. 62); “What Else Can I
Do?,” with Diane Guerrero (No. 67); and her
own “Waiting on a Miracle” (No. 82).
Plus, Jessica Darrow bounds 96-37 on the
Artist 100, as her Encanto track “Surface
Pressure” surges 54-14 on the Hot 100. (She
voices the film’s Luisa Madrigal, Mirabel’s
second-oldest sister.)
The Artist 100 measures artist activity
across key metrics of music consumption, blending album and track sales, radio
airplay and streaming to provide a weekly
multi-dimensional ranking of artist popularity.
For all chart news, you can follow @billboard and @billboardcharts on both Twitter
and Instagram.

SB19’s ‘Bazinga’
Spends Fifth
Week Atop Hot
Trending Songs
Chart
BY XANDER ZELLNER

S

B19‘s “Bazinga” spends a fifth week
at No. 1 on Billboard‘s Hot Trending Songs chart (dated Jan. 15),
powered by Twitter.
The Filipino group’s single has held its
momentum since the premiere of the official
video in October, followed by the group’s
performance of the song at the 34th Awit
Awards in November. More recently, the
act performed on the BYE2021 digital
music festival on New Year’s Eve and took
part in the ASEAN-Korea ROUND Festival Jan. 9.
“Bazinga” holds at No. 1 with 2.1 million
Twitter mentions in the Dec. 31-Jan. 6 tracking week.
Billboard‘s Hot Trending Songs charts,
powered by Twitter and sponsored by Capital One, track global music-related trends
and conversations in real-time across Twitter, viewable over either the last 24 hours or
past seven days. A weekly, 20-position version of the chart, covering activity from Friday through Thursday of each week, posts
alongside Billboard‘s other weekly charts
on Billboard.com each Tuesday. The charts
highlight buzz around new releases, award
shows, festival moments, music nostalgia
and more. Hot Trending Songs is unique in
that it tracks what songs people are talking
about, not necessarily what they’re listening to.
Among other moves on the survey, BamBam’s “Who Are You,” featuring SEULGI of
Red Velvet, reaches the top 10 for the first
time, jumping 12-7. The track’s rise can be
attributed to conversation surrounding the
song’s Dec. 28 release.
Plus, NCT U’s “OK!” debuts at No. 20,
earning the NCT sub-unit its third entry so
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far, after “Universe (Let’s Play Ball)” and
“Beautiful.”
Keep visiting Billboard.com for the constantly evolving Hot Trending Songs
rankings, and check in each Tuesday for the
latest weekly chart.

Jimmie Allen &
Brad Paisley Ride
‘Highway’ to Hot
Country Songs
Top 10
BY JIM ASKER

J

immie Allen and Brad Paisley‘s “Freedom Was a Highway” rides into the
top 10 of Billboard‘s airplay-, salesand streaming-based Hot Country
Songs chart (dated Jan. 15), revving from
No. 13 to No. 9.
On Country Airplay, the track holds
at its No. 8 high, up by 3% to 19.5 million
impressions in the week ending Jan. 9, according to MRC Data.
After Allen performed the song on
CBS’ New Year’s Eve Live: Nashville’s Big
Bash, it also surged by 35% to 5.3 million
streams and 135% to 2,300 sold in the week
ending Jan. 6.
The single, which Allen wrote with Ash
Bowers and Matt Rogers, marks Allen’s
third Hot Country Songs top 10 and first
since “Make Me Want To,” which hit No. 7
in March 2020. It also led Country Airplay
that month, marking his second No. 1.
“Highway” grants Paisley his 33rd Hot
Country Songs top 10 and first since March
2017, when “Today” reached No. 7. Paisley
initially reached the tier with “He Didn’t
Have to Be,” which became his first of 18
leaders in December 1999.
‘TO’ THE TOP 10 Parker McCollum nets
his second Hot Country Songs top 10, as “To
Be Loved By You” pushes 14-10. The single,
which McCollum authored with Rhett
Akins, rises 12-11 for a new high on Country
Airplay (15.2 million, up 7%). It also drew

2.1 million streams (up 4%) and sold 1,000
downloads in the tracking week.
In his maiden Hot Country Songs appearance, McCollum’s “Pretty Heart” hit No. 4 in
December 2020. The track became his first
Country Airplay leader the same month.
‘LIKE’ STILL LOVED Walker Hayes’
“Fancy Like” banks its 23rd week atop Hot
Country Songs. Only four titles have led the
list longer since it became an all-encompassing genre chart in 1958, paced by Bebe
Rexha and Florida Georgia Line’s “Meant to
Be” (50 weeks, 2017-18).
“Fancy” leads Country Digital Song
Sales for a 24th week (7,300, up 10%)
and Country Streaming Songs for a 20th
frame (11.4 million streams, up 11%). The
single, which crowned Country Airplay in
November, also drew 22.7 million impressions in all-format radio audience in the
tracking week.
SIX-CESS Dustin Lynch’s “Thinking
‘Bout You,” featuring MacKenzie Porter,
rules Country Airplay for a sixth week (27.1
million impressions).
The song ties for the chart’s longest leading hit of the 2020s so far, matching Luke
Combs’ “Forever After All,” which began
its six-week reign in June 2021. “Thinking”
sports the longest command since Combs’
“Beautiful Crazy” logged seven weeks on
top starting in March 2019.
“Thinking” is the 23rd song to dominate
Country Airplay for at least six weeks,
among 884 total toppers dating to the
chart’s 1990 inception (or a feat achieved by
only 3% of all No. 1s). Two songs have led for
a record eight weeks each: Alan Jackson and
Jimmy Buffett’s “It’s Five O’Clock Somewhere” (2003) and Lonestar’s “Amazed”
(1999).
NOT ‘HALF’ BAD Kelsea Ballerini’s
“Half of My Hometown,” featuring Kenny
Chesney, hits the Country Airplay top 10,
lifting 11-10 (16.6 million, up 8%).
Ballerini adds her eighth top 10 on the
chart, a sum including four No. 1s.
Chesney banks his 60th Country Airplay
top 10, pushing him to within one of George
Strait’s record 61 (in a race that baseball
historians will appreciate).
BACK IN ‘TOWN’ Maren Morris scores
her highest Country Airplay debut, as

“Circles Around This Town” enters at No.
25 based on its first three days of airplay. Released Jan. 7 (when it received hourly plays
on participating iHeartMedia stations),
it drew 6.9 million audience impressions
through Jan. 9.
Morris previously bowed at a No. 28 best
on Country Airplay with two eventual No.
1s: “Girl,” in January 2019, and as featured
on Thomas Rhett’s “Craving You” in April
2017.
The new single follows “Chasing After
You,” Morris’ collaboration with her husband, Ryan Hurd; the song reached No. 2 in
November.
“Town,” which Morris co-wrote, is
the first single from her upcoming album, as well as her first new solo music
since Girl, which opened at No. 1 on Top
Country Albums in March 2019.

The Roots,
Gregory Porter &
More Slated for
2022 Hollywood
Bowl Jazz Festival
BY GAIL MITCHELL

T

he Roots, Gregory Porter and
Tower of Power are among the
acts that will be performing at the
Hollywood Bowl Jazz Festival.
Celebrating its 42nd year, the two-day
event — formerly the Playboy Jazz Festival
— will take place June 25-26 at the Hollywood Bowl in Los Angeles.
Additional performers slated to appear
include Terri Lyne Carrington + Social Science, Femi Kuti, Cory Wong, Christian Scott
aTunde Adjuah, José James, Gerald Clayton,
Azar Lawrence and Gordon Goodwin.
The festival’s full lineup will be announced on Feb. 15 along with the Hollywood Bowl’s complete summer 2022 season.
Single-day festival tickets will go on sale the
same date; two-day packages are currently
available at hollywoodbowl.com.
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The Hollywood Bowl Jazz Festival is produced by the Los Angeles Philharmonic (LA
Phil) in association with FestivalWest, Inc.

which peaked at No. 9.
The Official U.K. Singles and Albums
Charts are published late Friday, local time.

The Weeknd’s
Jason Isbell
‘Dawn FM’ Rolling Tests Positive
to No. 1 In U.K.
for COVID-19,
Postpones Shows:
BY LARS BRANDLE
he Weeknd is powering to the
‘Got Myself a
U.K. albums chart title.
The Canadian R&B singer’s latBreakthrough
est, Dawn FM (Republic Records/
XO), tops the midweek chart and is set to
Case’

T

be the first title released in 2022 to top the
Official U.K. Albums Chart.
If Dawn FM stays on track, it’ll join The
Weeknd’s previous leaders Beauty Behind The Madness (from 2015) and After
Hours (2020).
Following a weekly tally bereft of new releases, the latest chart blast features a handful of new titles, including the projected
No. 1 for The Weeknd’s fresh, retro-leaning
effort.
Coming in at No. 2 on the Official Chart
Update is David Bowie’s posthumous Toy
(Toy Box), a stand-alone release of the late
British artist’s scrapped 2000 album of the
same name.
Should the Parlophone release keep its
momentum, it’ll mark The Thin White
Duke’s 35th U.K. Top 10 album.
Bowie, who would’ve turned 75 last Saturday, has two additional albums approaching
the Top 40. A 50th anniversary picture disc
release of Hunky Dory could propel Bowie’s
classic album back into the Top 10, at No. 8;
while his career retrospective Legacy could
lift to No. 17.
Atlanta’s Gunna has a second U.K. Top 10
in his crosshairs with DS4Ever (300 Entertainment). The American rapper’s third studio effort is new at No. 5 on the chart blast.
Finally, Scottish alternative-rock act Twin
Atlantic is eyeing the Top 10 with their new
album Transparency (Staple Diet), new at
No. 10. Twin Atlantic previously flew into
the top tier in 2016 with GLA (via Red Bull),

BY JESSICA NICHOLSON

J

ason Isbell has tested positive with a
breakthrough case of COVID-19 and is
canceling and rescheduling a series of
shows as a result.
“Got myself a breakthrough case of COVID,” Isbell told his fans via Twitter on Jan.
11. “Lotta sinus drainage type stuff, scratchy
in my throat and some muscle aches but no
cough or breathing issues fyi. Boosted and
very grateful for it.”
As a result, two upcoming Jason Isbell
and the 400 Unit shows in Asheville, N.C.,
slated for Jan. 11-12, have been canceled.
Concerts in Louisville (Jan. 14-15), Columbus, Ohio (Jan. 16), Wilkes-Barre, Pa. (Jan.
17) and Wilmington, N.C. (Jan. 19) will be
rescheduled. His next tour date will be
Jan. 21 in Charlotte, N.C., with opener Adia
Victoria.
Isbell also noted that his daughter Mercy
“is negative with no symptoms,” and that
his wife, singer-songwriter and 400 Unit
member Amanda Shires, is negative for COVID-19, and did not join Isbell on his most
recent run of shows.
The country star has been an outspoken
supporter of the COVID-19 vaccines, and in
September, he virtually interviewed Dr. Anthony Fauci to discuss both COVID-19 vaccines and keeping concertgoers safe. Isbell is
also among the artists who require concert
attendees to show either proof of COVID-19

vaccination, or a negative COVID test.
Besides being outspoken on fighting
the pandemic with science, Isbell recently
took to Twitter to speak out against Morgan Wallen’s surprise Jan. 8 appearance
at Nashville’s Grand Ole Opry. Wallen had
joined fellow singer-songwriter and Big
Loud labelmate Ernest during Ernest’s
Grand Ole Opry debut set to perform their
song “Flower Shops.” His appearance also
marked Wallen’s first time on the Opry stage
after being caught uttering a racial slur in
February 2021.
Isbell was among those calling out the
Grand Ole Opry for having Wallen on its
stage. Isbell noted how having the “7 Summers” singer perform on one of country music’s most historic stages would be troubling
for aspiring country artists of color.
“Last night @opry you had a choice —
either upset one guy and his ‘team’ or break
the hearts of a legion of aspiring Black
country artists,” Isbell said via Twitter. “You
chose wrong and I’m real sad for a lot of my
friends today. Not surprised though. Just
sad.”
He added, “The thing that really upsets
me is bigger than one person’s words. It’s
the idea of a young Black artist walking into
that venue and wondering if ANYBODY is
on their side. What a lot of us consider to be
a grand ole honor can be terrifying for some.
Doesn’t have to be that way.”
See Isbell’s tweet about his breakthrough
COVID case:

King Gnu Scores
First No. 1 on
Japan Hot 100
BY BILLBOARD JAPAN

K

ing Gnu’s “Ichizu” rises a notch
to No. 1 on the latest Billboard
Japan Hot 100 dated Jan. 5,
tallying the week from Dec. 27,
2021 to Jan. 2, 2022. The popular four-man
band scores its first-ever No. 1 on the Japan
Hot 100 with its fourth CD single.
The Jujutsu Kaisen 0 The Mov-
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ie theme rules three metrics of the chart’s
methodology this week: physical sales (the
CD launched with 47,292 copies), streaming
(9,696,001 weekly streams), and video views
(2,098,622 weekly views). The track also
came in at No. 3 for look-ups (the number
of times a CD is ripped to a computer) and
downloads, No. 14 for radio airplay, and No.
54 for Twitter mentions, steadily climbing
4-3-2-1 on the Japan Hot 100 after it bowed
on the chart dated Dec. 15.
“Sakayume,” the coupled track that serves
as the ending theme of the same anime
film, jumps 12-3 after coming in at No. 1 for
downloads with 24,637 units.
A number of songs featured on some of
Japan’s most-watched year-end live music
extravaganzas — the 63rd Japan Record
Awards on Dec. 30 and the 72nd NHK
Kohaku Uta Gassen on New Year’s Eve —
have jumped up the Japan Hot 100. The JRA
Best New Artist award went to Macaroni
Enpitsu, whose “Nothing” (Japanese title:
Nandemonaiyo) re-enters the top 10 at No. 6
after soaring 88-38 for downloads. The winner of the JRA Grand Prix, Da-iCE’s “CITRUS,” enters the top 10 for the first time at
No. 7, climbing 86-5 for downloads, 32-18 for
streaming, 45-10 for video, and hitting No. 4
for Twitter from outside the top 100.
Fujii Kaze, whose name is stylized in
Japanese order, surname first, returns to
the top 10 for the first time in 16 weeks with
“Kirari” (No. 9) after his surprise live performances on Kohaku left a huge impression
on viewers. The track went from No. 70 to
7 for downloads, No. 27 to 16 for streaming,
and hit No. 39 from outside the top 100.
According to the pattern of recent longrunning hits, when such songs remain in
the top of the charts through January and
February, they usually come in the upper
ranks of the year-end tallies, so these are
some J-pop titles to keep an eye on as the
new year begins.
The Billboard Japan Hot 100 combines
physical and digital sales, audio streams,
radio airplay, Twitter mentions, YouTube
and GYAO! video views, Gracenote look-ups
and karaoke data.
For the full Billboard Japan Hot 100
chart, tallying the week from Dec. 27 to Jan.
2, click here.

Eminem
Celebrates
Major YouTube
Milestone With
Massive Music
Video Supercut:
‘Thanks For
Watching!’
BY GIL KAUFMAN

E

minem has so many major records
it’s getting hard to remember
which ones he hasn’t set yet. But
on Monday (Jan. 10) Marshall
found another new milestone to mark when
he announced that his YouTube subscriber
number had crossed the 50 million mark; at
press time the number had already grown to
50.4 million.
“Now how the f–k did this metamorphosis happen? From standin’ on corners and
porches just rappin’”,” Slim Shady tweeted
alongside a 46-second supercut of some of
his most beloved music videos, including
snippets of “My Name Is,” “The Real Slim
Shady,” “Stan” and many more. The couplet
from his 2002 Eminem Show single “Sing
For the Moment” was an appropriate nod
to Marshall Mathers’ rise from unknown
Detroit battle rapper to one of the most successful MCs of all-time.
It’s no surprise that his YT subscriber
numbers are so gaudy, since Em has a handful of videos with more than a billion views,
including the clips for “Without Me,” as
well as “Rap God,” “Love the Way You Lie”
and “Not Afraid.” With more than 50 milli,
Eminem passed Taylor Swift to take the No.
7 spot on the most-subscribed YouTube artist list, coming in just behind Ariana Grande,
Ed Sheeran, Marshmello and BTS; Justin
Bieber (67 million) and Blackpink (71.3 million) top the tally.
With Super Bowl LVI just a month

away (Feb. 13), Marshall is gearing up to
take the stage for what promises to be one
of the most epic SB halftime shows ever
alongside Dr. Dre, Snoop Dogg, Mary J.
Blige and Kendrick Lamar.
The free Pepsi Super Bowl LVI Halftime
Show mobile app launched last month,
offering complementary experiences during
the show and exclusive content drops in the
run-up to the most-watched 12 minutes in
music. The app offers early alerts on Pepsi
Super Bowl LVI Halftime Show sweepstakes
for coveted items like sidelines passes,
flights, hotels and footballs signed by all five
artists, and other giveaways.
Check out Eminem’s celebratory post
below.

Lick Jagger:
Rolling Stones
Stamps Are
Coming to the
U.K.
BY JOE LYNCH

W

e all know The Rolling
Stones can fill stadiums,
but did you know they can
also philately?
To commemorate the long-running
British rock group’s 60th anniversary,
Royal Mail teamed up with the band and its
management to create a series of 12 stamps,
eight of which capture the influential rock
n’ rollers at various concert stages around
the world, from Tokyo to New York City to
London, from 1969-2019. One of those images spotlights the late Charlie Watts, the
reliable backbeat of the Stones who died at
age 80 last year.
The stamps, which go on sale Jan. 20 and
are available for pre-order now on Royal
Mail’s site, make the Stones just the fourth
overall band to receive a dedicated stamp issue in Britain, following The Beatles (2007),
Pink Floyd (2016) and Queen (2020).
“Few bands in the history of rock have
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managed to carve out a career as rich and
expansive as that of the Rolling Stones,”
said David Gold, director of public affairs
& policy at Royal Mail. “They have created
some of modern music’s most iconic and
inspirational albums, with ground-breaking
live performances to match.”
Check them out below.

‘BOSÉ’ Biopic
Series Casts Its
Miguel Bosé:
Here’s Who’ll
Portray the
Spanish Artist
BY GRISELDA FLORES

A

ctors José Pastor and Iván Sánchez are set to take on the role
of Miguel Bosé in the upcoming
BOSÉ biopic series, which will
stream on Paramount+.
The original six-episode series, currently
filming in Miami and Spain, will be based
on the life of the chart-topping Spanish
singer-songwriter, and is produced by VIS
in collaboration with Shine Iberia (Banijay
Iberia), Elefantec Global and Legacy Rock.
Spanish actor Sánchez, known for his
breakout role in La Reina del Sur, will play
Bosé in his older years. Meanwhile, newcomer Pastor — also from Spain and who
has worked in musicals such as La Bella y
la Bestia and Peter Pan — will portray the
“Amante Bandido” singer in his younger
years.
According to the series’ official description, the biopic will be “a rare piece of art in
and of itself, transporting viewers to different parts of the singer-songwriter’s career
that began in the late 1970s, revealing the
stories behind the inspiration, composition,
and recording of some of his most iconic
works and how this success affected his
personal life.” The release also noted that
the series will “reveal unknown secrets,

give us an inside look at his circle of friends,
demonstrate the extraordinary relationship
between Miguel and his parents.”
A force in Latin pop, Bosé — who in 2013
was named Person of the Year by the Latin
Recording Academy and boasts of a career
that spans more than four decades — has
placed five top 10 albums on Billboard‘s Top
Latin Albums chart, including the starstudded duets album Papito, which peaked
at No. 2 on the tally (dated April 7, 2007).
As an agent of change through his foundation Paz Sin Fronteras (Peace Without Borders), he fights for the right for all people to
live in peace, and he’s also helped raise funds
for the foundation Fight Against AIDS.
BOSÉ is slated to premiere later this year.

